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SCORES HIGH ACROSS DEMOS IN REACH, TRUST
  As the COVID-19 pandemic upends nearly every single facet 
of daily life in the U.S., Americans are increasingly turning 
to where they can get reliable, trustworthy information: local 
television news.
  Analysis by non-profit TVB has identified significantly 
heightened levels of broadcast TV viewership, especially 
among adults 35+. The findings not only elucidate the role 
of local news during the coronavirus crisis, 
but they’re instructive for political campaigns 
ramping up this summer in advance of 
November’s elections.
  Steve Lanzano, TVB’s president and CEO, says the global 
health crisis has had the effect of bringing back former or 
part-time viewers, in addition to new ones.
  “People are rediscovering television, 
especially young people,” Lanzano tells 
Spots n Dots. “People are rediscovering 
television news and the importance 
of the news, and the role that it plays 
in their lives and society. Because 
this [pandemic] isn’t going to change 
overnight, I do think the viewership is still 
going to be up among younger people 
when we get out of this.”
  TVB found that among adults 35+, 
live viewership of Monday-Friday late news increased 34% 
in March vs. a year ago. The third week of March, around 
the time live sports vanished from the air, live viewership of 
all local news Monday through Friday saw a 50% increase 
among adults 35+. That week also saw an 18% increase 
among that demo for primetime programming.
  Those elevated viewing trends continued in April. And a 
separate TVB study fielded in early April (conducted by 
Dynata) also underscored TV’s reach and trustworthiness. It 
found broadcast TV has the highest reach (81%) compared 
with more than a dozen other platforms across all demos. 
Local broadcast TV also scored the highest across key 
demos for trust.
  In short, respondents feel broadcast TV news gives them 
the best information and updates amid the era of COVID-19. 
That includes those 18-34, who prefer local TV news to cable 
news or even social media.
  The arrival of younger, attentive viewers presents a new 
opportunity for sales pros, who are finding that the Netflix 
crowd is actually fine with advertising.
  “People want advertising,” Lanzano says. “It creates a sense 
of normalcy. Obviously, it’s the right advertising with the right 
message that’s important, so don’t be afraid to go out and 
come up with ideas for their clients. And clients need to 
create demand, and it’s important that we help them do that. 
But obviously with the right message and the right context. 
I think we’re all learning this now, that advertising is part of
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  Is the worst over for the restaurant business? Although 
Black Box Intelligence reports both sales and traffic 
were down 55% for the industry in April, it sees sequential 
improvement during the month. The last two weeks of 
March had seen a 67% drop in sales for the 50,000+ units 
surveyed, but that had eased to a more moderate 47% loss 
for the last two weeks of April. CEOs of both McDonald’s 

and Restaurant Brands have said breakfast 
has been the most troubling daypart during 
the COVID-19 crisis, with lunch and dinner 
times closer to previous levels… BJ’s 

Restaurants cut its expansion plans from 10 locations 
this year to just two, one of which had opened before the 
crisis hit.  About a quarter of its units are now open, with 
more coming online this week. All are limiting capacity… 
Carvana announced expansion into 100 more cities in 
24 states, with delivery as soon as a day after the online 
purchase is made. Select markets will offer the company’s 
automated “car vending machines” for customer pickups… 
Belk, with almost 300 stores in 16 Southeastern states, 
has reopened most stores for six hours daily from noon to 
6 PM.  It’s limiting the number of customers and keeping 
all fitting rooms closed… Kohl’s expects to have about a 
quarter of its stores open by the end of this week, with 
reduced hours and a single point of entry for each store. 
Employees will wear masks and gloves, and checkout 
lanes will be cleaned after each transaction… Ulta Beauty 
will have about 180 stores open this week, some offering 
hair service. Product testing won’t be allowed… The 
c-store segment is starting to slowly come back. A report 
from the National Association of Convenience Stores 
says that in-store dollars per transaction increased in 
nearly every category for the week ending April 26, with 
candy and packaged beverages up the most. Gains are 
attributed to the receipt of stimulus checks and some 
states lifting stay-at-home warnings… Sprouts Farmers 
Market has reiterated its expansion plan. The chain, now 
at about 340 stores, still plans to grow at about a 10% 
rate yearly… Almost all supermarkets showed double-digit 
growth in recent months, but North Carolina-based Ingles 
Markets did a little better than most, with a 17.5% same-
store gain for the quarter ending March 28… Bloomberg 
reports Hertz remains on the brink of bankruptcy, with 
creditors split on whether to inject more money or allow it 
to go under. If it does go bankrupt, the automotive market 
will be flooded with thousands of used vehicles, damaging 
recovery prospects for both automakers and dealers… Fiat 
Chrysler has filed for a trademark for Dakota, leading to 
speculation it will bring back the brand, last used in 2011, 
as a midsize pickup… San Diego-based Garden Fresh 
Restaurant Corp., parent of Souplantation and Sweet 
Tomatoes, is exploring bankruptcy options. As a buffet 
concept, all its units have been completely closed since 
March.
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CBO: U.S. BUDGET DEFICIT HIT $737B IN APRIL
  Federal spending and budget deficits soared in April 
as the government raced to counter the impact of the 
coronavirus pandemic, according to the Congressional 
Budget Office.
  The government spent $976 billion and recorded a budget 
deficit of $737 billion, according to a new CBO estimate, 
The Wall Street Journal reports. The deficit stemmed 
from the deteriorating economy, delays in tax deadlines 
and the government’s efforts to fill the holes in household 
and corporate budgets.

  Tax revenue in April was $239 billion, a 
55% drop from last year, as individuals 
and companies deferred payments. 
CBO expects that most of those 
payments will come later, but some 
won’t as businesses become insolvent.
  Federal spending in April was more 
than double what it was a year earlier. 
CBO recorded the one-time stimulus 
payments to individuals as spending, 
not tax refunds.
  In addition, spending on Medicare, 

unemployment compensation and aid to states all rose. 
“A lot of these programs have been working as they were 
intended, broadly speaking,” said Shai Akabas, director 
of economic policy at the Bipartisan Policy Center in 
Washington. “These are getting cash out the door quickly.”

SOURCE: MAZDA SEEKS $2.8B FOR PANDEMIC
  Mazda Motor Corp. has sought loans totalling about $2.8 
billion from Japan’s three megabanks and other lenders 
to ride out the coronavirus epidemic, a source with direct 
knowledge of the matter tells Reuters.
  The megabanks — Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, 
Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group and Mizuho Financial 
Group — along with the Development Bank of Japan, 
Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Holdings and others are set to 
agree, with some already having extended the loans, the 
person said.
  Mazda, like most other automakers, has reduced or 
halted production at factories around the world for the past 
few months as governments try to limit the spread of the 
coronavirus.

DONE DEAL
  Elliott Troshinsky, a broadcast industry leader who has 
served since 2000 as president and general manager of 
KCRA-TV and KQCA-TV, Hearst Television’s NBC 
and MyNetworkTV affiliates serving the 
Sacramento-Stockton-Modesto (Calif.) 
television market, will retire from Hearst 
Television June 30. Prior to joining Hearst 
in 2000, Troshinsky was vice president and 
general manager at Sacramento’s KMAX-TV. 
Previously, he was vice president and general 
manager of WCIX-TV in Miami. Before that, 
he served for more than a decade with Taft Broadcasting, 
which owned primarily network-affiliated TV stations, first 
in sales positions at WTAF-TV, Philadelphia, and later at 
WDAF-TV, Kansas City, Mo., where he was general sales 
manager.

NETWORK NEWS
  The entire nation is ready for some football. Whether the 
games can really be played is still unknown. The NFL last 
week detailed the ins and outs of its 2020-2021 season 
across four different networks even though the ability of its 
teams to field games in normal fashion in the midst of the 
coronavirus pandemic remains in question. CBS, NBC, Fox 
and ESPN each touted a full gridiron schedule Thursday 
night, exuding confidence the biggest pieces of content in 
their programming lineups would take place as planned. CBS 
touted its Sunday AFC games, and it spotlighted its exclusive 
coverage of Super Bowl LV from Tampa, 
Fla., in 2021. Fox expects an aggressive 
slate of Thursday Night Football games 
and plenty of Dallas Cowboys coverage 
on Sundays. ESPN said its roster would 
feature two games with new Tampa Bay 
QB Tom Brady. And NBC said it would 
televise the first game of the season 
on Thursday, Sept. 10... ABC will air 
AFV@Home, a special-episode spinoff 
of America’s Funniest Home Videos, 
on Sunday. Alfonso Ribeiro, host of 
America’s Funniest Home Videos, hosts from his home, 
sharing humorous videos. The special leads into the season 
finale of American Idol... CBS has ordered dramas Clarice 
and The Equalizer, and comedy B Positive, for the 2020-
2021 season. Clarice stars Rebecca Breeds as Clarice, a 
brilliant and vulnerable FBI agent who returns to the field 
in 1993, six months after the events of The Silence of the 
Lambs. The Equalizer is a reimagining of a classic series 
starring Queen Latifah as an enigmatic woman who uses 
her extensive skills to help those with nowhere else to turn. 
Chris Noth and Lorraine Toussaint are also in the cast. The 
original Equalizer ran from 1985 to 1989 on CBS. B Positive 
stars Thomas Middleditch and Annaleigh Ashford. The 
comedy is about a newly divorced dad who is faced with 
finding a kidney donor when he runs into a rough-around-
the-edges woman from his past who volunteers hers... ABC 
will reintroduce its iconic The Wonderful World of Disney 
brand on May 20 with a roster of several iconic films. For four 
consecutive Wednesday evenings, beloved titles, currently 
available on Disney+, will be shown in primetime on ABC, 
beginning with the broadcast world debut of Disney’s Moana. 
Additional titles include Marvel Studios’ Thor: The Dark 
World, Up from Disney and Pixar and Disney’s Big Hero 6.

SURVEY: PASSWORD SHARING STILL A THING
  Thirty-seven percent of streaming subscribers share 
accounts with people they don’t live with, according to The 
Manifest, a B2B news and how-to website. This includes 
family members (25%), close friends/partners (10%) and 
acquaintances/strangers they do not live with (2%).
  Overall, three-quarters of streaming customers (74%) share 
their account with at least one other person, either within or 
outside of their household, the survey found.
  Echoing other surveys during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
nearly half (47%) of streaming subscribers in the Manifest 
survey said they have increased their time on streaming 
platforms in the past 30 days. Meanwhile, 36% say their 
streaming time has remained the same, and 5% say they 
watch less streaming content than before.
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the fabric of society. It’s that person from the 1700s who 
is waving the light back and forth in the streets and talking 
about their wares. That’s what advertising is to people, and I 
think there’s a comfort in it.”
  TVB also compared year-over-year viewership across 
midday news. The first week of April showed an increase of 
more than 170% from American adults 18+. In adults 18-34, 
the increase was a whopping 420%.
  Again, the data presents actionable insights for sales pros. 

Lanzano says it’s an opportunity for TV 
to expand its role as a “trusted advisor.”
  “You’ve seen all of the research that’s out 
there that local broadcasters are always 
No. 1 on trust,” he says. “Now I think it’s 
coming back to being a trusted advisor 
for younger people, for millennials... and 
it always has for older people. Younger 
people are now being reintroduced to it.”

THIS AND THAT
  With little expected to change for TV 

advertising anytime soon due to COVID-19, one analyst says 
Walt Disney could see a 20% decline for TV networks and 
stations’ advertising revenue this year. Total TV ad revenue 
(from all its national TV networks) could tally $5.8 billion, says 
MoffettNathanson Research, which estimates a modest 
recovery in 2021, up 10% to $6.4 billion... Online used-car 
seller Vroom has filed confidentially for an IPO it hopes to 
stage in June, people familiar with its plans tell The Wall 
Street Journal. Vroom hopes to draft behind rival Carvana, 
a better-known online car seller whose shares have jumped 
sevenfold since its 2017 IPO.

AD BUSINESS SLASHED 36,400 JOBS IN APRIL
  Employment in advertising, public relations and related 
services tumbled by 36,400 jobs in April as the ad industry 
plunged into a deep recession, Ad Age reports.
  Ad agencies are cutting staff as they ratchet down into a 
COVID-19-induced recession, and history suggests it will 
be a long slog to bring agency employment back to recent 
heights.
  U.S. ad agency employment tends to peak earlier than the 
overall U.S. job market in the waning days of a business 
cycle’s economic expansion before a recession, according 
to Ad Age Datacenter’s analysis of jobs stats for the past 
30 years. Agencies make deep job cuts during downturns. 
And agency jobs typically are late to recover as the economy 
rebounds.
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ADVERTISERS SET TO EXERCISE CANCELLATIONS
  TV advertisers are poised to make massive Q3 option 
cuts to their network TV commitments of around 25% due 
to COVID-19 issues — estimated to be in the range of $2.5 
billion to $2.7 billion — according to media-buying executives 
speaking with Television News Daily.
  This would be much higher than the 3% to 4% average 
pullback that typically occurs in a specific quarter where 
cancellations are permitted.
  This disruptive activity for national TV advertising began 
in mid-March, when marketers either canceled or shifted 
media money to later in the year due to 
COVID-19.
  A projected $3 billion was shifted out of 
the Q2 TV schedules into Q3 — with $1 
billion of that designated as primetime 
money, according to media executives.
  A year ago, in the third-quarter period, 
total national TV advertising spend was 
roughly $10 billion, with national cable TV 
advertising at $6.17 billion and broadcast 
networks at $3.29 billion, according to 
Standard Media Index.
  In the hopes of retaining national TV media advertising 
money, TV networks have been giving Q3 option deadline 
extensions to brand marketers — beyond May 1 — for 
possible cuts of TV inventory placed from July through 
September.
  “Networks are providing extensions pretty freely,” says one 
veteran national TV advertising executive. “They’re doing 
anything they can to keep clients close to the loop.”

ONLINE FUNERAL BUSINESSES COMING TO LIFE
  As the coronavirus puts in-person functions on pause, more 
people are turning to online businesses like GatheringUs, 
which hosts memorials on Zoom starting at $1,400.
  GatheringUs and other services are delivering strong growth 
to this niche of the end-of-life industry. Companies that help 
people handle tasks surrounding death and dying online 
— from hosting videoconference memorials to preparing 
documents — have been growing in recent years, thanks in 
part to changing attitudes toward mortality among millennials. 
But the coronavirus pushed that growth into overdrive.
  Online arrangements “are being normalized quickly,” says 
David Sloane, professor of urban and community-health 
planning, policy and history at the University of Southern 
California and author of Is the Cemetery Dead?
  “The pandemic creates this extraordinary circumstance,” 
he says. “Most of us can’t go to a funeral. We can’t go to a 
cemetery. We can’t go to viewing hours. [That’s] one of the 
reasons these startups are growing so rapidly.”
  Online end-of-life businesses, by most accounts, represent 
a small fraction of the $21 billion industry. But experts and 
industry leaders report surges in user numbers since the 
pandemic hit. “As an industry, we are seeing our predictions 
come to life at hyperspeed,” says Liz Eddy, co-founder of 
Lantern, a service based in New York that provides free 
questionnaires to gather users’ end-of-life wishes, as well 
as checklists detailing steps to take after a family member’s 
death. The service also recommends companies that handle 
the actual arrangements, in some instances collecting a 
referral fee.


